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Confronting Devastation: Memoirs of Holocaust Survivors from Hungary

Paula Draper, Ferenc Laczo�
Commemorating seventy-five years since Nazi Germany occupied Hungary, Confronting Devastation, an
anthology of writing from Hungarian Holocaust survivors, examines the experiences and memory of the
Holocaust in Hungary. From idyllic pre-war life to forced labour battalions, ghettos and camps, and persecution
and hiding in Budapest, the authors reflect on lives that were shattered, on the sorrows that came with
liberation and, ultimately, on how they managed to persevere. Editor Ferenc Laczó frames excerpts from some
twenty memoirs in their historical and political context, analyzing the events that led to the horrific "last chapter"
of the Holocaust - the genocide of approximately 550,000 Jews in Hungary in 1944.
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Too Many Goodbyes: The Diaries of Zsuzsanna Loffler

Susan Garfield

In 1944, as Budapest's Jews begin to suffer under German occupation, eleven-year-old Zsuzsi (Susie) takes to
her diary to write about her friends and family as she copes with what it means to be persecuted. Precocious
and charming, Susie records the mundane along with the poignant as she describes her daily life in Budapest
against the backdrop of the war. Her pre-teen life is marred by farewells - first to her father, as he is drafted into
the forced labour service, and then to her mother when Hungarian fascist collaborators take her away. Alone
after the war, Susie makes a fateful decision to leave her relatives and embark on a journey to a new country,
where she struggles to adapt and begins to yearn for her home in Hungary. Uncertain whether she made the
right decision to emigrate, Susie writes all her feelings down in a new diary, the only place where she feels she
truly belongs.
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In the Hour of Fate and Danger

Ferenc Andai , Marietta Morry, Lynda Muir

Ferenc Andai is one of approximately 6,000 Jewish Hungarian men conscripted to work as forced labourers in
the copper mines of Bor, Serbia, between 1943 and 1944. Subject to the whims of cruel Hungarian
commanders and German overseers, the men are forced to work to exhaustion while they subsist on a
starvation diet. For nineteen-year-old Ferenc Andai, the only relief from his harsh reality is his company - an
artistic and literary circle of men that includes the inspirational poet Miklós Radnóti. When the men are suddenly
notified that they'll be going home, chaos ensues as the group is split and sent in different directions. Will a
farewell to his mentors, among them the famed poet, lead to his liberation or his demise? As a fierce battle for
power between collaborationists and partisans rages on, Ferenc must make a decision that will determine
whether he lives or dies.
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Sustaining Memories: Stories of Canadian Holocaust Survivors

Lynda Muir, Paula Draper

The Azrieli Foundation established the Sustaining Memories Project to help survivors write their
stories. A unique partnership between survivors and volunteer writing partners who were trained to work with
Holocaust survivors on recording and transcribing their stories, volunteers spent countless hours on these
testimonies. The strength of the bonds that form when a volunteer and a survivor create a memoir, of the
emotional challenges that a survivor faces in the telling and the understanding, and the insight that the listener
experiences were all part of an incredible journey. Excerpts of these co-written memoirs, never before
published, are produced in this anthology to give readers a wide range of understanding of the varieties of
experiences of Holocaust survivors. Sustaining Memories gives voice to Canadian Jews who suffered through
ghettos, camps, hiding, fighting in the underground, as refugees in foreign countries or passing as non-Jews in
daily fear of betrayal. Following their liberation, survivors often had to congregate in displaced persons camps,
where many married, had children and waited years for countries to offer them new homes. Some would end
up in the detention camps of Cyprus on their way to pre-state Israel; others found themselves locked behind the
Iron Curtain for decades. Between 1946 and the 1980s, they all built new lives in Canada.
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